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CAUTION FOR PROPER USE OF EDLC
1.CAUTION DURING CIRCUIT DESIGN

1）Load life

Electric double layer capacitor (capacitor) is limited
load life and speciﬁed value of load life.
The load life is approximately doubled when the
temperature is reduced 10℃.

2）Category temperature range

Capacitor is established category temperature range.
Do not use capacitors at temperature which exceed
the speciﬁed category temperature range.

3）Characterisitics of temperature change

Performance of electrical characteristics of capacitor
is aﬀected by variation of operating temperature.

4）Conditions of use

The following environment should be avoided when
using capacitor.
1 Damp conditions such as water, saltwater spray, or
oil spray or humidity condensation situations.
2 Hazardous gas/fumes such as hydrogen sulﬁde,
sulfurous acid gas, nitrous acid, chlorine gas,
ammonia or bromine gas.
3 Exposure to ozone, ultraviolet rays or radiation.
4 Severe vibration or shock which exceeds the
condition speciﬁed in catalog or speciﬁcation sheets.

5）Rated voltage

Capacitor has rated voltage. Do not exceed the rated
voltage of capacitor.

6）Polarity

Capacitor is normally polarized.
capacitor s polarity before mounting.

Ensure

the

7）Voltage drops when discharge start

In the case of the large discharge current, the voltage
drop will generate when the discharge begins.
Please conﬁrm the discharge current of the circuit
and capacitor internal resistance.

8）Connect in series

Voltage balancing is needed to ensure uniform
voltage distribution across each capacitor, if
capacitors are connected in series to gain higher
rated voltage.
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9）Applied ripple current or pulse current

Please note that the capacitor would self-heat and the
life deterioration of the capacitor be accelerating,when
the large ripple current or the pulse current are applied
to the capacitor.

10）Insulation

Sleeve of capacitor is not recognized as an insulator,
and therefore, the standard capacitor should not be
used in a place where insulation function is needed.
Please consult with Rubycon should you require a
higher grade of insulating sleeve.

11）Consideration to assembly conditions

In designing a circuit, the following matters should be
ensured in advance to the capacitor s assembly on
the printed wiring board (PW board).
1 Design the appropriate hole spacing to match the
lead pitch of capacitors.
2 Do not locate any wiring and circuit patterns
directly above the capacitor s vent.
3 Ensure enough free space above the capacitor s
vent. The recommended space is speciﬁed in the
catalog or speciﬁcation sheets.
4 In case the capacitor s vent is facing the PW
board, make a gas release hole on PW board.

12）Consideration to circuit design

Any copper lines or circuit patterns should not be laid
under the capacitor.
Parts which radiate heat should not be placed close
to or reverse side of the capacitors on the PW board.

13）Others

Excessive holes and connection hole between both
sides on the PW board should be avoided around or
under the mounting area of the capacitors on double
sided or multilayer PW board.
Torque of tightening screw terminals should not
exceed the speciﬁed maximum value which is
described in the speciﬁcation sheets.
Consider current balance when 2 or more capacitors
are connected in parallel.
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2.CAUTION FOR ASSEMBLING EDLC

1）In the assembly process-1

Ensure rated voltage and capacitance of the
capacitors before mounting.
Ensure the capacitor s polarity before mounting.
Do not use the capacitor which has been dropped
onto a hard surface.
Do not use capacitors with damaged or dented cases
or seals.

2）In the assembly process-2

Capacitors should be mounted after conﬁrmation that
hole spacing on PW board matches the lead of the
capacitors.
Avoid excessive force when clinching lead wire
during auto-insertion process.
Avoid excessive shock to capacitors by automatic
insertion machine, mounting parts inspection or
centering operations.
Please utilize supporting material such as strap or
adhesive to mount capacitors to PC board when it is
anticipated that vibration or shock is applied.

3）Soldering

Soldering conditions (temperatures, times) should be
within the speciﬁed conditions which described in the
speciﬁcation sheets.
In case lead wire reforming is needed due to
inappropriate pitch between capacitor and holes on
PW board, stress to the capacitor should be avoided.
In case soldered capacitor has to be withdrawn from
the PW board by soldering irons, the capacitor should
be removed after solder has melted suﬃciently in order
to avoid stress to the capacitor or lead wires.
Soldering iron should never touch the capacitor s body.

4）Flow soldering

Do not dip capacitor s body into melted solder.
Soldering condition (preheat, soldering temperature,
dipping time) should be within the speciﬁed standard
which is described in the speciﬁcation sheets.
Flux should not be adhered to capacitor s body but
only to its terminals.
Other devices which are mounted near capacitors
should not touch the capacitors.
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5）Handling after soldering

Do not bend or twist the capacitor s body after soldering
on PW board.
Do not pick-up or move PW board by holding the
soldered capacitors.
Do not hit the capacitors and isolate capacitors from the
PW board or other device when stacking PW boards in store.

6）PW board cleaning after soldering

Consult with Rubycon about if cleaning PW board
after soldering capacitors.

7）Adhesives and coating materials

Do not use halogenated adhesives and coating
materials to ﬁx capacitors.
Flux between the surface of the PW board and
sealing of capacitors should be cleaned before using
adhesives or coating materials.
Solvents should be dried up before using adhesives or
coating materials.
Do not cover up all the sealing area of capacitors with
adhesives or coating materials, make coverage only partial.

3.MAINTENANCE
Periodical inspection should be carried out for the
capacitors, which are used with industrial equipment.
1 Visual inspection to check pressure relief open or
leakage of electrolyte.
2 Electrical characteristics : capacitance, ESR, and
other points which are mentioned in the catalog or
speciﬁcation sheets.

4.EMERGENCY ACTION
When the pressure relief vent is open and some gas
blows out from the capacitor, please turn the main
switch of the equipment oﬀ or pull out the plug from
the power outlet immediately.
During pressure relief vent operation, extremely hot gas
may blow out from the capacitors. Do not stand close
to the capacitors. In case of eye contact, ﬂush the
open eye(s) with amount of clean water immediately. In
case of ingestion, gargle with water immediately, do
not swallow. Do not touch electrolyte but wash skin
with soap and water in case of skin contact.

5.STORAGE CONDITION
Capacitors should not be stored in high temperatures
or where there is a high level of humidity. The
suitable storage condition is 5℃-35℃ and less than
75% in relative humidity.
Capacitors should not be stored in damp condition
such as water, saltwater spray or oil spray.
Do not store capacitors in an environment full of
hazardous gas (hydrogen sulﬁde, sulfurous acid gas,
nitrous acid, chlorine gas, ammonia or bromine gas).
Capacitors should not be stored under exposure to
ozone, ultraviolet rays or radiation.
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6.DISPOSAL
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Please take either of the following actions in case of
disposal.
1 Incineration (high temperature of more than 800℃)
after crushing the capacitor s body.
2 Consignment to specialists of industrial waste.
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For further details
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Please refer to : JEITA RCR-2370B (Safety Application
Guide for electric double layer capacitors.）
〔Technical Report of Japan Electronics
and Information technology Industries
Association in March 1995, revised
edition in March 2006〕.

JEITA RCR-2370C
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Rated Voltage

䰾܂ਅ䝆
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矮㽱ᚶ濞
Capacitance

Code

Cap.(F)

Code

2.5

2.5

1

1

3.0

3.0

2.2

2R2

10

10

100

100

Rated Voltage(Vdc)

̓쟌'ZCORNG
・甒᳓俍૿
・値ᬚ૿

Long lead type
Taping type

2.5
2.3

矮㽱ᚶ濞׃旨ᫎ
Capacitance Tolerance

ފ无৫ ᳓俍ߘᫀ无৫
Option Lead Forming
※1

Ｔｏ
ｌ
ｅ
ｒ
ａｎｃｅ Code
±20%

TA, KC,

8×16
12.5×25

CA etc

M

D×L
瑨ᅯភ
Case Size

ົ旒柳➝뺕昧㉏⟆秸ᙷ㽱ॊ뺓䰾܂ਅ䝆뺓矮㽱ᚶ濞뺓
᳓俍ߘᫀ뺓瑨ᅯភ䇂ữ뺔
Please indicate the above information, when ordering.

DMG
DMH

22
6R8

M
M

T8

18×35.5
10×30

※1 ފ无৫쟝⪠૿ڈŉ䠧䆻뺔

Option : Standard item is blank.

◆ࡰ즫懾⫧／PACKAGE SPECIFICATION
甒᳓俍૿／LONG LEAD

ǝ૿ភ
SIZE

⚪즫

ࡰ즫ऀʽ
BULK PACKAGE

PACKAGE QUANTITY

䈹즫

ALIGNED PACKAGE

φ8

1000

−

φ10

1000

−

φ12.5

−

500

φ16、
φ18、
φ20

−

200

φ22

−

100

ࡰ즫ऀʽᘃົĐČ氽䉱Ჵ䇂Ὧٱ뺔

There are some diﬀerences between actual package quantity and above list.
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